Letters to The Tech

Professor takes issue with Editorial Interpretation

To The Editor:

Regarding your article in the November 22 issue, I think it is
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Published or Perish?

MIT has long been troubled by the en-

encroachment of research activities upon the tradi-

tional educational function because of the general trend

towards a "university-based around science". For the same

reason, it probably has a greater opportunity to break

away the dictatorship between research and

teaching.

The understanding of the effect of MIT’s huge

$20 million for research vs. $30 million for academic

operation in (N) research com-

mission upon its educational policy, a little

information about principles of operation is

First, MIT considers research by its staff

members, particularly the teachers. Although this isn’t

of the operations budget was spent for edu-

cation.. If this is not

mitment upon its educational policy, a

reason comes mostly from a

of research activities

is to obtain more

by the force

aliphatic pressure (Subversive Organizations Activities

and Individuals Confidential).

Two most told against Powell by his men involves his allowing security officers

to examine some of the usually complete records he

put together with other evidence.

As a result of the series, Yale Provost Kingson

received a strongly worded letter from Powell

stating that the Provost was "not authorized

to engage in the investigation of student or faculty

activity...

Yale University has recently found reason to

believe that the former student, left

Cambridge, those who remained on campus

must certainly have felt that they were

of course, as is Chicago’s

Department of Urban Renewal, which

supplied the buildings.

The purpose of the program is to obtain more

information on the rate and mode of fire spread

through a building. The results will hopefully lead
to improved fire fighting equipment, techniques,

and Preventive measures.
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